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A DETERMINANTAL INEQUALITY FOR
PROJECTORS IN A UNITARY SPACE1

D. 1. DJOKOVIC

Abstract. Let V be a finite dimensional unitary space and

\ = Vi+ ■ ■ • +Vk a direct decomposition. Let P,-be the orthogonal

projector in F with range V¡. If A = Pi-t- • • • +Pk we prove that

0<det(i4) SI and det(4) =1 if and only if V= Ki+ • • • +Vt is
an orthogonal decomposition.

Let Ni (1 Síá¿) be a normal operator in V, of rank n. Assume

that JV=^¡_i Ni has rank r = n+ ■ ■ ■ +rtán = dim V. If the

nonzero eigenvalues of N (counting multiplicities) are the same as

the nonzero eigenvalues of all Ni (1 át ^k) together, then NiNj =0

for ij&j. This generalizes a recent result of L. Brand.

I. Introduction. The following theorem was proved recently by

L. Brand [l ] :

Theorem 1. Let A and B be real nXn symmetric matrices with

Xi, • • • , Xr, 0, • • • , 0 and 0, ■ ■ • , 0, Xr+i, • • • , X„ (X,- ̂ 0, 1 ̂  i ^ n) as

eigenvalues, respectively. If A +P has eigenvalues Xi, X2, • • • , X» then

AB = 0.

One of the aims of this paper is to generalize this theorem. We shall

prove that the assertion remains valid when A and B are complex

normal nXn matrices. Moreover, we shall prove that an analogous

result holds for sums of several normal matrices (Theorem 3).

In this paper V denotes w-dimensional complex unitary space with

scalar product (x, y). Our Theorem 2 gives a necessary and sufficient

condition for a direct sum V= Vi+ ■ ■ ■ + Vk to be an orthogonal

direct sum.

II. Sum of projectors. We begin by proving three lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let A be an operator in Vsuch that:

(i) all eigenvalues of A have modulus one,

(ii) ||i4x|| g||a:||/or a« x£F.

Then A is a unitary operator.

Proof. In view of (i), it is sufficient to show that A is normal.
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We claim that the eigenvectors of A span V. If this is false, there

exists an eigenvector x of A such that Ax =\x, ||x|| = 1, Ay =\y-\-x for

some yEV. For z = y— (y, x)x we have Az=\z+x, ||Az||2 = ||z||2 + l

which contradicts (ii). This proves that our claim is true.

We shall prove that A is normal by showing that Ax=\x, Ay = py,

"k^p imply that (x, y) =0. Assume that ix, y)?£0. Replacing x by 6x

where 6 is a suitable nonzero complex number, we can further assume

that the real part of (X/z — 1) (x, y) is positive. Then

\\M* + y)\\2 - il* + y\\2 = II** + w||2 - ||* + y\\2

= 2 Re{(\M- l){x,y)\ > 0

contradicts (ii). Therefore we must have ix, y) = 0.

The lemma is proved.

Lemma 2. Let V= Vi+V2 be a direct sum, VíT^O, i—I, 2. Let P{

(i= 1, 2) be the orthogonal projector in V with range Vi and

Pi2-.Vi^>V2   and   PaiVt-+Vi

be the restrictions of P2 and Pi, respectively. Then

(1) det(/2 - P12P21) Ú 1

where I2'. Vt—*V2 is the identity operator. The equality holds in (1) if and

only if Vi is orthogonal to V2.

Proof. Since Pi and P2 are hermitian positive semidefinite the

same is true for S = Pi-r-P2. If xEV and Bx = PiX+PíX = 0 then

PiX = P2x = 0 since V= F1+F2 is a direct sum. We infer that x is

orthogonal to V\ and V2 and consequently x = 0. Hence, B is in fact

positive definite. If we choose bases in Vi and V2 they form a base of

V. In such a base the matrix of B is

B
' \P12I h )

where h, h, P12, P21 are matrices of it, h, P12, P21, respectively

(III Fi—» Vi is the identity operator). We have

/ Ii I 0 \ (Ii |P2A
det(A) = det(-) = detl-) = det(B) > 0.

\P12U2 ~ PvPtil \P12112 /

If xEV2 then

ll^ll2 = (Ax, Ax) = (x - P2P1X, x - P2Pix)

= ||x||2 - (P2P1X, x) - (x, P2Pix) + \\P2P1xW2

= ||x||'-2||P1x||2 + ||P2Pix||2
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because (P2PiX, x) = (Pix, P2x) = (PiX, x)=||Pix||2 and (x, P2Pix)

= ||Pix||2. It follows that

(2) MI'slMI'-IIM*
since ||Pix||2 —||P2Pix||2^0. We infer that |X| ^1 for every eigenvalue

X of A. Hence, |det(A)| gl which together with det(A)>0 estab-

lishes (1).

If det(A) = 1 then every eigenvalue of A must have modulus 1. By

Lemma 1 and (2), A is unitary. Now, (2) implies that PiX = 0 for all

xEV2, i.e., Vi and V2 are orthogonal to each other. The converse is

trivial.

Lemma 3. Let V= Vi+ V2 be a direct sum, Vi^O, i = l,2. Let H be a

hermitian operator in V with range Vi, such that its restriction Hi to

Vi is positive definite, and let P2 be the orthogonal projector in V with

range V2. Then

(3) 0 < det(ff + Pt) Ú det(Hi).

The equality holds in (3) if and only if Vi is orthogonal to V2.

Proof. We fix bases in Vi and V2. They form together a basis of V.

All matrices will be taken with respect to these bases. The matrix of

HA-P2 has the form

/Hi\HiP2A

\Pi2\   h   )

where :

Hi is the matrix of Hi,

Pu is the matrix of the orthogonal projector Pi2: Vi-*V2,

P2i is the matrix of the orthogonal projector P2i: V2—*Vi,

I2 is the identity matrix.

Since

j    /Hi\HiP21\ /Hi\        0        \
det-) = det-)

V-PhI   It   ) \Pu\h - PiiPii)

we get

det(H+ P2) = det(ff0-det(7, - Pi2P2i).

It remains to apply Lemma 2.

Theorem 2. Let

(4) V - Vi + • • • + V„
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be a direct sum, F¿?¿0. Let Pi be the orthogonal projector in V with range

Vi and let A = Pi+ • • • +Pk. Then 0<det(A)gl and det(A) = l if
and only if (4) is an orthogonal sum.

Proof. A is hermitian positive definite (the argument is the same

as for B in the proof of Lemma 2). Hence, det(A) >0.

We shall prove the remaining assertions of the theorem by induc-

tion on¿. If k = 1, they are trivially true. For k > 1 we put

(5) U « Vi + • • • + Vk-i.

Let Qi (l^i^k-1) be the restrictions of Pt to Pand ifi = 0i + • • •

+ Q*_i. By inductive hypothesis and the first part of the proof, we

conclude that 0<det(Pii) 5= 1 and det(ifi) = l if and only if (5) is an

orthogonal sum. We can apply Lemma 3 with H= Pi+ • • • +Pk-i. It

follows that 0<det(A) =det(H+Pk) ^det(Hi) gl.
If det(A) = 1 then Vk and U are orthogonal to each other by Lemma

3. Since (5) is also an orthogonal sum, the theorem is proved.

III. Sum of normal operators. Now we are able to prove the follow-

ing:

Theorem 3. Let Ni, l^i^k, be normal operators in V with eigen-

values

\w ■ . ■   x(í) o ...   0m  » ) Ar,- > u> i u)

where Xf'^O, 1 ̂ j'^r,-, l^i^Lk and ri+ ■ • • +rk^n. If the operator

N = Ni+ ■ ■ ■ +Nk has eigenvalues

X,H),       1 £•£*, lúj&U,

and 0 with multiplicity n — (ri+ • • • +rk) then the ranges of Ni,

l^i^k, are orthogonal to each other, N is normal and 7V,A7/ = 0 for

i 9^j.

Proof. Let Vt he the range of ¿V¿. Since

i
rank N = ¿^, rank ¿V,-

we infer that the sum U= Vi+ • • • -\-Vk is direct. Let W be the

orthogonal complement of U. Then Wis contained in the null space of

each operator Ni. Hence Wis the null space of TV.

Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that ri+ • • •

+ri = w;i.e., that Nis nonsingular.
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Let Pi be the orthogonal projector in V with range F¿. Let PSi: Vj

—>Vi be the restriction of P, and M¿: Ví—*Ví the restriction of Ni. We

fix a basis in each F¿. Since

W = ¿ ¿V, = ¿ W\ = ¿ M,P,
,_i i-i i_i

the matrix of N has the form

MiPn    MiPn ■ • ■

MiPu   M2P22

where Mi, Pa are matrices of M¿, Py.

The conditions on eigenvalues of Ni and N imply that

k

det(iV - A/) = II det(ATi - X/,).
<—i

ForX = Owegetdet(iV) =11*-1 det(M¿). Since

A^

Mi

M2

Pu     PtX

Pit    P22

we infer that

det

Pu    P21 " •

P12    P22 • •
= 1.

This is equivalent to

det(P, + • • • + Pi) - 1.

Theorem 2 implies that V=Vi-\- ■ ■ • +Vk is an orthogonal direct

sum.

The remaining assertions follow easily.
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